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Somarsoft DumpSec Full Crack is a free and fully functional security audit tool that was developed by a team of passionate administrators, programmers and security professionals with the aim of helping system administrators to check whether the security of their systems is in line with their needs. The purpose of the application is to quickly and
efficiently check permissions on any Windows computer, but it is also capable of checking any other type of computer where administration is conducted. As in the case of many similar security auditing software, the software works by a very simple principle: it monitors the actions made on the system through a set of pre-configured filters. More
specifically, Somarsoft DumpSec tracks user, group, service and file access permissions. This is a very nice thing because even if the administrator is not an expert in security he can perform a security audit for his own needs by using this straightforward software package. Besides that, using Somarsoft DumpSec to prepare the report is also a very

easy task. The software has an extremely straightforward user interface in which there are two buttons: “Yes” and “No”. With these two buttons, administrators can easily decide whether they want to perform the security audit or not. The parameters that are involved here include the type of data to be collected and the type of report to be
generated. The following are the available parameters: • Type of filter: used to filter out unwanted events. There are several types of filters that can be used, but the most common ones are users and groups, shared and system folders and services. In addition to this, there are several drivers that can be monitored. These are kernel drivers, system

drivers and Win32 services. • Type of report: administrators can select one of the four types of reports that can be generated. They are: o Group by users o Group by groups o File System o Shared o System • Enable hardware filtering: system administrators can check this parameter to see if they want to monitor for hardware related events such as
keyboard mappings. • Viewing permissions: this can be checked in two ways. First, all the permissions of the users are displayed as column. Second, there is an option that enables administrators to view permissions in more detail (as table with names only). • Show active processes: this can be checked in two ways. On the one hand, all the active

processes are shown, and on the other hand, the processes are only listed with names and the
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Somarsoft DumpSec is an application which is developed to help system administrators perform security audits on a computer. It provides some basic options such as configuring the items that the application is going to audit. Also, the configuration is possible through the “Import” and “Export” options. Through the latter one it is possible to save
some of the data to a txt file so that they could be used later on in case some changes need to be made. This program also enables one to get a detailed report on the access rights regarding files, folders, printers and shared folders. It is also possible to get reports about users and groups, services and drivers and about policies. Once the data has been
gathered it is displayed through a very simple and clear user interface which can be quite handy. Obviously, the application is only suitable for a basic scan. Its documentation doesn't offer much options concerning the interpretation of the data gathered from the selected computer. Furthermore, the application requires a certain level of knowledge

from the user who wants to use it. Although simple, there's quite a bit of things that one has to take care about in order to get it done right. Conclusions: Somarsoft DumpSec is a rather simple application that is intended to help system administrators perform security audits on their computers. Through its simple user interface, it is possible to
gather various information about the permissions present on the computer. However, this software isn't able to provide much more than that because its features are quite limited. With this tool, it is possible to get information about access rights, but the only way to do that is to go through all the folders and files and check each one. This is quite
time-consuming if one is not used to it and doesn't know where to look. Thus, it is highly advisable to make use of a specialized tool that can give you more detailed results and take a shorter amount of time to get such data. Somarsoft Dump Sec is an extremely functional software solution that is intended to help system administrators perform
security audits on their Windows computers. This application provides quite a lot of options that allows you to gather information about the permissions present on a selected computer and save all that information in a txt report. Somarsoft DumpSec is completely free to use and its features are quite simple, so it's recommended to give it a try.
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Somarsoft DumpSec

Somarsoft DumpSec is a rather simplified application, focused on providing just the essential information regarding file system permissions. For this reason it should not be downloaded, although there are some sources available on the Internet that enable one to compile it from scratch. Nonetheless, this will not be needed because there are
several build-in sources for the application. One can start the setup by selecting the share target, since this would be the file system of his or her choice. For example, if our selected share is called "test" we would input "/test". Once this is done there are a set of windows that need to be filled out. This data could be detailed in the Access Rights
dialog, but in order to avoid such a tedious task, the information can be accessed through a simple text file. However, we recommend that a detailed list be included as well, and the default one is usually enough. After having done all the pertinent information, the user must click on the start button, as seen below: This will start the actual security
audit which consists of several options. At first there are several options for the type of output one would like to see. The respective choices include: Somarsoft DumpSec Main Features: Finally, it is time to see the results of the security audit. The first thing that one will notice is the graphic output. It shows a diagram for each type of security
property, organized into different categories. This kind of information is made of different sub-categories. Among them we have, for example: These options will enable the user to see how each of these properties affect the access rights of different users or groups. For instance, if we examine the access right for the item - "Everyone" the result
will be given by default: The respective dot will be indicated by a red X. However, it is also possible to change such details, either by clicking on the dot. In such a way, for example, it is possible to indicate which owner is controlling the item. This brings us to the second option. Once the diagram is completed, the user will notice a number of
buttons. These are used to expand some sections of the diagram, plus or minus some items. Through these operations it is possible to get information about the authors of the items, as well as their respective access rights. However, it is also possible to switch directly to the various sections and to open any of the items, if necessary.

What's New in the Somarsoft DumpSec?

Author: Iltis Raqab License: Freeware File Size: 98 MB Searching in Google I could find about thirty applications dedicated to the task of "security audits", but as my case with Somarsoft DumpSec, I could find very few that can be trusted and works with as much ease and accuracy as this one. This standalone product by Iltis Raqab includes a
very complete set of functions and as mentioned before can be easily set to do a specific security audit. The interface of the application is neither very attractive nor user friendly, but that is not necessarily a big deal because the interface is very functional. On the top there is the main menu, which can be configured depending on the specific
security audit to be performed. The first sub-menu includes three options, which are related to the three auditing options available. The first option is about "File System", which will dump the permissions to view everything the system is storing for the time being and even if it has been deleted. Then there is the option "Registry" which will enable
you to view all the settings belonging to the registry and the last is about "Printing", which will dump all the printers defined by the system and their related settings. The second set of features available through the same main menu is the "Users and Groups" section, which will show a table with all the user and group that belong to the system. The
third option, which I find quite less interesting than the previous two, is the "Security Policies" section. Through this sub-menu it is possible to see if the system is configured to require any user credentials to access certain resources (which makes sense) or if the system must be reached by a specific user or groups of users. The last sub-menu will
be about "Services", which will enable system administrators to see if any windows service is running or has been stopped and even if there are any other tasks that have their own user credentials. In the toolbox there are three icons that will allow the use of security audits, which are: "File System", "Registry" and "Printing". There is no other way
to explore the other sub-options. The first thing that I noticed when using this tool is that it requires three system privileges in order to work properly. More precisely the user has to be the administrator, unless it has got "Log on as a batch job" privilege as this one. Then it is
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System Requirements For Somarsoft DumpSec:

The simulation requires a PC with an Intel Pentium 4 processor or a comparable processor at minimum speed. The simulation may not run on a processor which is too low in speed to allow the game to keep up with the clock speed of the CPU. If you have a graphics card that cannot run a previous version of DUE, please use the latest drivers. To
run the game, you need to have a working internet connection. The game will not work if it is run on a DOSbox or Wine/PlayOnLinux emulated OS.
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